Using chiral decomposition, we are able to find analytically the zero modes and the conditions for such modes to exist in the Kitaev ladder model and superconducting nanowires with Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling. As a result, we are able to calculate the number of zero modes in these systems for arbitrary given parameters in the semi-infinite limit. Moreover, we find that when suitable resonance condition is satisfied exact zero modes exist even in finite systems contrary to the common belief.
I. Introduction
In recent years, the Majorana fermion has been a subject under intensive investigation in condensed matter physics [1, 2] . It usually emerges as Majorana zero energy states (MZES) in systems exhibiting topologically non-trivial phase. Typically MZES appear in pairs, clinging to the edges separated by a macroscopic distance, which makes them nonlocal. In addition, systems with many pairs of MZES may obey nonabelian statistics. Therefore, it is believed that MZES may be used to realize fault-tolerant quantum bits, and thus would play an important role in quantum computation [3, 4] . The Kitaev model is probably the simplest one that support MZES [5] . In addition to the typical nearest-neighbor hopping term, there is also a p-wave superconducting amplitude in the model. When the chemical potential of the system is in proper range, MZES show up as edge bound states, whose existence signifies that the system is in the topologically non-trivial phase. They are also responsible for the zero-bias conductance of the system. Since the Kitaev model was proposed, there have been many extensions by various authors [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . There are also many other systems that give rise to MZES [17] [18] [19] .
To observe MZES in experiments, it has been proposed to take advantage of the proximity effect and put semiconductor nanowires on top of a s-wave superconductor. To mimic the effect of a p-wave superconductor, one must use a semiconductor with strong spin-orbit interaction and introduce a Zeeman field. With a Rashba spin-orbit coupling, such a system may have a topologically no-trivial phase [18] [19] [20] . However, it is difficult to show a compelling evidence experimentally, since it is a delicate matter to tune the number of propagating channels in the nanowires without spoiling the superconductivity [6, 18, 19, 21, 22] . Another possibility is to utilize semiconductors with a strong Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling, such as InSb or GaAs [23] . When an in-plane Zeeman field is applied, such systems may achieve topologically non-trivial phase. As the system belongs to the BDI class, its number of MZES may take on arbitrary integer values [24, 25] . Although some signature of MZES has been reported in experiments [26] [27] [28] [29] , it is still under debate whether the zero-bias anomaly really stems from Majorana fermions [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Unfortunately, it is usually quite difficult to find analytic solutions in most of the systems we are interested in. We notice that such a situation may be improved when there is a chiral operator in the system. Since such an operator anti-commutes with the Hamiltonian of the system, energy eigenstates always appear in pairs. In particular, the zero energy states can be divided into decoupled left and right-handed chirality states. As a result, the Bogoliubov de-Gennes equation in the zero energy subspace is greatly simplified and can be exactly solved. In this paper, we will explicitly show how to exploit the chiral decomposition to carry out analytic study of the MZES in the Kitaev ladder model and superconducting nanowires with the Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II, we first apply the chiral decomposition to the Kitaev model as an illustration of the method. By decoupling the left and right-handed chirality zero energy states, we are able to solve the equation analytically. By taking advantage of the explicit form of the solutions, we find that exact zero energy states exist even for a finite system, when certain resonance condition is met. This can be done by fine tuning of the chemical potential. In Sec. III, we then carry out similar analysis in the Kitaev ladder model in which the superconducting order parameter has the same phase in the x and y-directions so that it has a chiral operator. Again, we are able to find the analytic solution of the chiral zero energy states. When resonance condition is achieved, exact zero energy states also exists even for finite systems. By making use of the analytic form of the condition, we are able to calculate the number of MZES for arbitrary given parameters. In Sec. IV, we proceed to apply similar analysis to superconducting nanowires with the Dresselhaus spinorbit coupling. We observe that the y-direction maybe be diagonalized easily, and the system effectively becomes one-dimensional. When the system is semi-infinite, we are able to derive the exact condition for the existence of zero energy states, which may be used to find out the number of zero modes analytically in the whole parameter space. Here, exact zero-energy states also exist for a finite system. Although the resonance condition is complicated in terms of the physical parameters, we may still use numerical calculation to establish that such states do exist. Finally, we make conclusion and discuss possible extensions in Sec. V.
II. Chiral decomposition of the Kitaev chain
Let's begin with the well-known simple Kitaev chain to show how chiral decomposition works. The Hamiltonian is given by
Here, j indicates the lattice coordinate, µ the chemical potential, w the hopping parameter, and ∆ the superconducting pairing amplitude. Without loss of generality, we will assume w to be positive through out the paper for convenience. The Bogoliubov de-Gennes Hamiltonian is given by
Here, τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 are the Pauli matrices and
being N × N matrices. It is obvious that H 1K anticommutes with the chiral operator Π = τ 1 , which means that eigenstates of H 1K generally appear in pairs with eigenvalues (E, −E) and wavefunction (U, τ 1 U). Because of this property, we can decompose the zero modes into left and right-handed chirality states,
which would be both energy and chirality eigenstates.
To be more specific, we may explicitly use the unitary transformation
to bring H 1K into the following form
As a result,Ũ = (Ũ L ,Ũ R ) T and the Bogoliubov deGennes equation becomes
In particular, the left and right-handed zero modes satisfy the following decoupled equations.
respectively. Since these are nothing but constant coefficient 2nd order difference equations, it is now simple to find the analytic solutions. Let [Ũ R ] j =ũ 0,R s j , and we see s satisfies the following secular equation:
The solutions are
As there are two solutions to the above equation, the general form ofũ R (j) is given bỹ
After simplification, the equation of motion at site j = 1, N leads to the boundary conditioñ
respectively. Therefore, we have
They can be satisfied only if the solution ofũ R (j) is oscillatory, i.e. w > |∆|, and |µ| < 2 √ w 2 − ∆ 2 . For such a case, we have
Similar results hold for the left-handed modes, where
Given w and ∆, we therefore always have a pair of exact zero modes for N discrete values of µ. This is different from the common belief that exact zero modes only exist in semi-infinite systems. We show a numerical check for the above analytic result (Fig.1) . In all the numerical results in this paper, we use w as the unit of the energy. It is clear from the figure that exact zero modes for a finite system only exist for w > |∆|.
If we take the N → ∞ limit of the above results, both the left and right-handed zero modes will seemingly have a continuous spectrum. However, since the left and righthanded solutions to its corresponding secular equation always form reciprocal pairs, only one of them would survive the infinite N limit. More specifically, it is the right-handed (left-handed) modes that will survive for ∆ > 0 (∆ < 0). Thus, the limit is not a smooth one. For definiteness, let us assume ∆ > 0 here. The boundary condition at j = 0 still imposes a + = −a − = a 0 on the right-handed modes, and we havẽ
In contrast to the finite N case, the boundary condition at infinity can always be satisfied if we have both |s + |, |s − | < 1. This translates to the condition that
and the condition w > |∆| is lifted. It can be seen that the above condition is equivalent to
which is exactly the Paffian of the zero modes, as is wellknown in the literature [34, 35] . Since f (s) diverges at s = 0, the mathematical implication of the above condition is that the secular equation has either no or two real roots in the interval [−1, 1].
The fact that only one of the left and right-handed solutions can survive in the infinite N limit always holds for the models we consider, since their solutions to the corresponding secular equation always form a reciprocal pair, as we will see later. This suggests that chiral symmetry of the zero modes is broken in a semi-infinite system. It would be interesting to find out what this implies in the context of lattice field theories.
III. Chiral decomposition of the Kitaev Ladder Model
To show the powerfulness of the chiral decomposition method, we now proceed to carry out similar analysis for the two-dimensional generalization of the Kitaev chain. The Bogoliubov de-Gennes Hamiltonian of the Kitaev ladder model takes the form [16] 
Here, we may as well assume both w x and w y to be positive without loss of generality. For the system to have a chiral operator which anti-commute with the Hamiltonian, we will only consider the case that there is no relative phase between ∆ x and ∆ y so that we may make both of them real with suitable phase rotation. Again, we may decompose the Hamiltonian into the left and righthanded parts using a similar unitary transformation:
Now, the Bogoliubov de-Gennes equation becomes
Again the left and right-handed zero modes are decoupled and they satisfỹ 
After separation of variables, we have
For finite N x and N y , a pair of zero modes exist when w x > |∆ y |, w y > |∆ y | and
Here,
with
For the isotropic case, where w x = w y = w, ∆ x = ∆ y = ∆ and N x = N y = N , more zero modes may occur simultaneously due to higher symmetry. In particular, there are N pairs of zero modes for µ = 0 with k x , k y in the required range and
In contrast, there are two pairs of zero modes for
one pair of zero modes for
We show a numerical check for the isotropic case of the above analytic results in Fig.2 . It can be seen clearly exact zero modes for a finite system only exist for w > |∆|, and there may be more than one pairs of zero modes for some values of µ.
Let us return to the general anisotropic case and take N x to be infinite. As a result, the condition on the zero modes in the x-direction is lifted. Hence, we have (23) is satisfied. The two numbers in the parenthesis are the corresponding kx ky for the mode, and there are more than one pair of exact zero modes in some specific values of µ as predicted in Eq. (24) and (25) . Again, the value of the exact zero mode energy is zero up to numerical inaccuracy, which is of the order 10 −16 . (b) bottom. For w < |∆|, there is no zero mode even if |µ| < 4w. Here, we choose ∆ = 2.4 so that the effect is more pronounced.
w y > |∆ y |, and µ y = 2 w 2 y − ∆ 2 y cos p y .
Whether the left or right-handed modes survive depends on the sign of ∆ x . By combining the above conditions, the following result may be obtained
This may be used to determine the number of zero modes of the system given µ, w x , w y , ∆ y and N y , which may be compared to previous numerical results in the literature [16] . We show a numerical check of the above analytic results of a semi-infinite Kitaev ladder in Fig.3 . It can be seen that there is no zero mode if w < |∆|. When both N x and N y become infinite, the condition for the existence of zero modes will be just |µ x | < 2w x , and |µ y | < 2w y . In sum, zero modes will exist when |µ| < 2w x + 2w y .
IV. Chiral decomposition of superconducting nanowires with Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling
Now, let us apply similar analysis to superconducting nanowires with Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling. The corresponding Bogoliubov de-Gennes Hamiltonian is given by [25] 
Here, ∆ 0 is the s-wave pairing amplitude, λ D the strength of Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling, and V 0 the external Zeeman potential. First of all, it is obvious that one can easily diagonalize the y-direction part, since only the term involving (M + ) y is non-diagonal in that direction. The boundary conditions at j y = 0, N y + 1 dictate that the eigenvalues of (M + ) y is 2 cos p y , with p y = πk y /(N y + 1), k y = 1, . . . , N y . With this in mind, the above Hamiltonian may effectively be reduced to onedimensional
with µ eff = µ + 2w cos p y . The explicit form of the chiral operator is now Π = τ 2 ⊗ σ 1 , and the corresponding unitary transformation to bring H 1D into the canonical form is
After the unitary transformation, the Hamiltonian takes the form
The Bogoliubov de-Gennes equation is now
Notice that hereŨ R andŨ L still carry spin degree of freedom. Again, the left and right-handed zero modes decouples. In spin components, the right-handed part satisfies
To solve the above equations, again we let [
The above equations may be simplified to
To have non-trivial solutions, we require the determinant of the two coefficients of the above linear equations to be zero. This gives rise to the following secular equation:
For simplicity, let's consider the infinite N x limit first. In such a case, the condition for the existence of zero modes may be easily determined by
Again, the product gives nothing but the Paffian of the zero modes. After simplification, it is equivalent to
For |V 0 | > |∆ 0 | and
Substituting the expression for µ eff into the above equations, we may determine the range of µ, within which a zero mode with a specific k y exists. A numerical check for the above results is shown in Fig. 4 , when |V 0 | > |∆ 0 |. It can be seen that the numerical values of the lower and upper critical values of µ are in good agreement with the analytic ones. We also show in Fig.5 that there is no zero mode when |V 0 | < |∆ 0 |. Alternatively, we may re-write the previous expressions as follows
2. For 2w
. This may be used to predict the number of zero modes for a given set of µ, w, λ D , V 0 , ∆ 0 and N y .
The mathematical implication of the condition in Eq. (33) is that the secular equation has either one or three real roots in the interval [−1, 1]. Since all the coefficients of the secular equation are real, complex roots always appear in conjugate pairs. Accordingly, the secular equation has either two or four real roots. From Eq.(32), we know the spin down component will be determined by its corresponding spin up component:
As a result, we have four remaining free coefficients in the general solutions:
The boundary condition at j x = 0 requires that
which further removes two more degrees of freedom. For the solution to be bounded, all the coefficients corresponding to |s a | > 1 must be vanishing. If the number of roots with modulus larger than 1 is equal or larger than two, then there would not be any non-trivial solutions. On the other hand, from the coefficients of the secular equation, we know the product of all the roots must be 1. Therefore, right-handed zero modes may exist only if three of the moduli are less than 1 and the other larger than 1. Accordingly, three of the moduli are larger than 1 and the other less than 1 for the left-handed zero modes. As a result, there is no non-trivial solutions of the left-handed zero modes, as mentioned before. When N x is finite, the following condition must also be satisfied
in addition to the condition in Eq. (40). If the all the four roots to the secular equation are real, the boundary condition at j x = 0, N x + 1 can not both be satisfied. Therefore, we only need to consider the case of two real and a conjugate pair of complex roots. In such a case, we may parameterize the roots as
with β 1 , β 2 > 0. Here, we have made use of the knowledge we gained from previous analysis: three of the roots has moduli less than 1 and the product of the four roots is 1. To have non-trivial solutions, the determinant formed from the four free coefficients in Eq. (40) and Eq.(41) must be vanishing. After simplification, the condition leads to
where the square bracket stands for the Gauss symbol. By comparing with Eq. (33), we may express cosh β, sinh β and cosh(2β) in terms of µ eff , w, ∆ 0 , V 0 , λ D and cos(p x ):
Making use of the relations between cosh β, sinh β and cosh(2β), we can establish the following two identities involving µ eff , w, ∆ 0 , V 0 , λ D and cos p x : 
From these identities, we would be able to numerically find the region in the parameter space where exact zero modes exist for finite N x . Since the above expressions are quite tedious, here we will only give a numerical example in Fig.6 to show such zero modes do exist without going into detailed investigation.
V. Conclusion and discussion
Using the chiral decomposition, we are able to find analytically the zero modes and the conditions for such modes to exist in the Kitaev ladder model and superconducting nanowires with Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling. Taking advantage of the explicit expressions of these conditions, we can calculate the number of zero modes of for the Kitaev ladder model for arbitrary parameters, and for the superconducting nanowires with Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling in the infinite N x limit. Since only one of the left or right-handed zero modes survive in the limit, chiral symmetry of the zero modes is broken. Moreover, when suitable resonance condition is satisfied we find that exact zero modes may exist in these systems even if it is finite, contrary to what is usually believed. The method of chiral decomposition used here is quite versatile. Thus, it may also be applied to other setups, such as NS, SNS junctions, or the continuous limit of these systems as long as the existence of a chiral operator is intact. In particular, we expect the analysis would simpler in the continuous limit, and the results should be qualitatively similar to what we have obtained here [25] . Finally, we would like to mention that the two models we analyze here both belong to the BDI class, where the number of MZES may take on any integer values. According to the classification of topological insulators, there are many other systems with a chiral operator or other similar operator which anti-commute with the Hamiltonian of the system [36] . It would be interesting to carry out similar analysis to these systems. By applying chiral decomposition to study the MZES in these systems, we may be able to obtain some analytic results which would enhance our understanding of their topologically non-trivial phases.
